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Abstract: Ammonia is a prospective zero-carbon-emission fuel for use in large marine diesel engines.
Current research focuses on several technical aspects, such as injection strategies or exhaust gas
aftertreatment options, but investigations regarding the impact of ammonia on engine oil degradation
are largely absent from the literature. This study provides a methodology with which to evaluate
this phenomenon via artificial oil alteration. By using an admixture of various contaminations to air,
such as ammonia and its partial combustion product nitrogen dioxide, their respective impacts on
chemical oil degradation were assessed. Subsequently, the lubricating performance of altered oils
was investigated, with a focus on corrosion properties, deposit formation, and load-bearing capability.
Although the application of a stoichiometric ammonia–air mixture resulted in less pronounced
thermo-oxidative degradation compared to alteration with neat air, static and dynamic deposit
formation as well as corrosion properties and load-bearing capability were severely impacted by the
presence of ammonia. On the contrary, nitrogen dioxide contamination resulted in higher oxidation
and acidification of the oil, but altered samples performed considerably better than ammonia-altered
aliquots in terms of coking tendencies, corrosivity, and load bearing.

Keywords: ammonia; engine oil degradation; internal combustion engine; combustion; corrosion;
deposit formation; extreme pressure; oil ageing

1. Introduction

In April 2018, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) adopted its strategy to
reduce carbon emissions by 40% by 2030 and by 70% by 2050 for individual vessels, and
to reduce all greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 50% across the shipping industry by
2050 [1]. The use of zero-carbon fuels on a tank-to-wake basis is being strongly considered
to achieve these goals.

From that perspective, ammonia has emerged as one of the zero- or near-zero-emission
fuels of the future in line with global decarbonization objectives [2–4]. It offers great
potential to power large oceangoing ships, as ammonia is composed of three hydrogen
atoms connected to one nitrogen atom (NH3) and hence is carbon-free. Accordingly, it
represents one of the few chemical compounds whose combustion produces zero carbon
emissions when used as a fuel in an internal combustion engine [4]. Ammonia possesses
characteristics which make it one of the most promising solutions to the question of
powering large vessels: its worldwide commercial availability [5], mainly driven by the
fertilizer industry [2]; the possibility to produce it in a green way [6–8]; its acceptable energy
density, which is slightly lower than that of methanol and higher than that of hydrogen [3,9];
and the relative ease of managing it [5].

Equation (1) shows the combustion process of ammonia and the corresponding reac-
tion enthalpy (∆H0) for standard state reactants and products.
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Equation (1). Combustion of ammonia.

2NH3(g) +
3
2

O2(g)→ N2(g) + 3H2O(g)(∆H0
reaction = −316.8

kJ
mol

) (1)

NH3 combusts through NH2, NH, HNO, NO, NNH and N2O intermediates into
N2 and H2O [10]. The kinetics of ammonia-rich mixtures are generally dominated by
NHX—NHX bonding reactions (H-transfer) [10]. NO mainly forms from HNO, OH, and
N radicals [11]. Rich conditions can lead to a significant reduction in NOx emissions [11],
as N2 can form through the intermediary NNH where NO generation is not involved [10].
Ammonia has a comparatively low linear burning velocity [12], which provides challenges
during combustion; however, these issues can be overcome by adding secondary fuels,
such as hydrogen or methane [10].

Although ammonia is toxic (permissible exposure limits (PEL) of ~50 ppm; immediate
danger to life or health (IDLH) limit of 300 ppm) and environmentally harmful, it is
assumed that health, safety, and environmental issues can be properly controlled [2].

The method of handling ammonia has been known for decades within the chemical
industry. However, little is known about the application of ammonia as a fuel; hence,
this issue must be properly addressed [2]. Current research mainly focuses on injection
strategies and ignition behavior as well as exhaust gas aftertreatment requirements [3,5,13].
In particular, nitrogen oxides (NOX) are problematic compounds which are produced in
enlarged amounts when ammonia is combusted, making a proper exhaust gas purification
via selective catalytic reduction (SCR) highly recommendable [3]. As an alternative to high-
cost catalyst systems, scientific work is ongoing to reduce NOX emissions by preheating
the ammonia for a partial decomposition before combustion [14,15].

Investigations into the interaction between engine lubricants and ammonia are largely
absent from the literature as ammonia-fueled marine engines are not yet commonly utilized.
Studies on that topic are deemed necessary since conventional engine oils are formulated to
use hydrocarbon-based fuels and their respective combustion byproducts. The utilization of
a different fuel, i.e., ammonia, might open completely new chemical degradation pathways,
an issue which has to be addressed via an analysis of lubricant composition, especially by
the applied additives. More specifically, in a marine internal combustion engine (ICE) of
the 4-stroke, or even more commonly, the 2-stroke type, the impact of ammonia as a fuel
towards the lubrication system must be investigated to enable the provision of long-life,
reliable lubricants for use in such powertrain systems. Additionally, the detailed analysis of
lubrication performance, e.g., in a piston ring–cylinder liner contact, has to be thoroughly
assessed in the future if ammonia is going to be used as a fuel.

Lubricants perform several key functions in an ICE, such as friction and wear re-
duction, cooling and removal of contaminants. To be able to perform according to the
OEM specifications, base oils and additives must be selected carefully in a way which
corresponds to the respective application. Furthermore, lubrication performance and oil
condition are strongly interrelated, e.g., additive depletion or the presence of degradation
products [16]. The degradation processes of lubricants in conventionally fueled ICEs is
well understood and documented [16–19]. Radicals are formed due to thermo-oxidative
stress (high temperature and the presence of oxygen). Consequently, antioxidants are
depleted as they react with the radical species. Engine oils often make use of the syn-
ergy between sterically hindered phenols and alkylated diphenylamines as antioxidants.
Aminic antioxidants are more reactive but form less stable radicals. Phenolic antioxi-
dants “regenerate” the used-up aminic antioxidants via H-radical transfer, by which they
form stable phenoxy radicals [17]. Parallel to the depletion of antioxidants, oxidation
products form. Oxidation products are mostly acidic in nature [16,17], which leads to an
increase in acidity. The base reserve additive, which is usually calcium carbonate sus-
pended in detergent micelles [17], partially neutralizes the organic acids originating from
oxidation, which are accordingly depleted. The degradation of antiwear additives, e.g.,
zinc–dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDDP), happens both through oxidation and tribofilm for-
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mation [16]. ZDDP forms a glassy zinc–polyphosphate film on exposed metal surfaces [16],
and this protects against wear. ZDDP oxidatively degrades through the rapid formation of
dialkyl thiophosphates, which is followed by their depletion and the subsequent formation
of dialkyl phosphates [16,17]. Once only dialkyl phosphates remain in the engine oil, the
composition of the tribofilm changes [16]: less calcium, phosphor and zinc can be detected,
and the wear rate increases [16].

Petrol engines are characterized by faster additive depletion and oxidation [19] since
their air-to-fuel ratio (AFR) is lower compared to diesel engines. This leads to further
radical formation [18]. The chemically reactive radicals react predominantly with polar
additives. Comparatively, diesel engines usually exhibit higher soot loading [18] due to
the higher boiling range of the diesel fuel. This can lead to the formation of local, fuel-rich
regions next to the injection jet, a phenomenon which promotes soot formation. Soot is
generally linked to the existence of higher iron concentration in in-service diesel engine
oils [18], which is indicative of higher engine wear.

With additive depletion and the accumulation of contaminants during the service life
of an engine oil, increases in wear, corrosiveness, as well as in deposit formation can be
expected. For this purpose, lubricant formulations are routinely tested via artificial oil
alteration methods in the laboratory in order to uncover degradation pathways and give an
estimate about prospective service life as well as performance characteristics. Accordingly,
several artificial oil alteration methods are available [20–24]. Standardized methods usually
utilize air and focus on oxidation stability [20], while more advanced approaches also
consider contamination through fuel [21] or combustion byproducts as well [23], such as
nitrogen dioxide (NO2). Altered engine oils from modern alteration methods show good
chemical [22,23] and tribological [24] comparability with the used samples derived from
internal combustion engines (field tests). Hence, the development of an alteration method
with which to accurately model the impact of ammonia on lubricants is conceivable.

This study aims to develop a methodology capable of testing novel oil formulations
which are intended for utilization in ammonia-fueled large marine engines using artificial
alteration. Assessing the utility of multiple concentrations of ammonia as well as contami-
nation with nitrogen dioxide, the prevailing combustion byproducts were utilized to better
understand the differences in oil degradation and the resulting lubrication performance.
Thus, we focused on chemical degradation and key performance characteristics, such as oil
corrosiveness, deposit formation tendencies and tribological properties in terms of friction
and load-bearing capability, to enable the establishment of a connecting link between
ammonia combustion and engine lubrication.

The presented method offers a time- and cost-saving tool to benchmark novel lubri-
cant formulations intended for the use with ammonia. Thus, it could provide valuable
input for oil and additive manufacturers regarding chemical interactions and the resulting
lubrication performance, which would allow us to assess potential problems in the early
development phase.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Engine Oil

The lubricant used in this study is a 4-stroke marine engine oil commonly used in
the field in ships powered with regular fossil fuels. It is composed of mineral base oils,
thus meeting API group II requirements, and a detergent additive package with which
to provide engine cleanliness performance in operation. The main characteristics of the
lubricant are listed in Table 1.

2.2. Artificial Alteration

Artificial alteration was performed in a custom-made alteration reactor system. The
schematics are shown in Figure 1. The applied reactor had a net volume of 2000 mL and
was heated using an electrical heating jacket and a magnetic stirrer. Stirring of the oil
sample during alteration was also performed by the magnetic stirrer. During alteration,
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the oil samples were tempered at 170 ◦C and were subjected to a reaction gas mixture at a
constant total flowrate of 0.85 L/min for 100 h. Both the total alteration time and volumetric
flow rate were derived using CEC L-48-A00 [20], which is a well-established and widely
used artificial alteration method. The flow rate was scaled up in consideration of the higher
sample volume compared to CEC L-48-A00 [20], while the duration of the alteration was
intentionally kept very similar (96 h vs. 100 h) to allow a similar utilization and workflow
to those of the existing method.

Table 1. Physiochemical characteristics of the applied marine engine oil.

Marine Engine Oil SAE-40

Kinematic viscosity 40 ◦C 120 mm2/s
Kinematic viscosity 100 ◦C 14 mm2/s

Viscosity index (VI) 110
Total base number (TBN) 30 mg KOH/g
Total acid number (TAN) 1.5 mg KOH/g
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Figure 1. Schematics of the alteration reactor.

In cases of potentially explosive reaction gas mixtures (stoichiometric NH3), an ad-
ditional nitrogen purge of the gas phase should be applied to dilute the waste gas under
the lower explosion limit. This nitrogen purge is not blown through the oil sample, but
is only used to dilute the gas phase above the oil level. The sampling of the alterations
was performed at regular intervals, namely at 5 h, 25 h, 50 h, 75 h and finally at 100 h in
all cases.

The following reaction gas mixtures were utilized to investigate the influence of NH3
fueling on the oil alteration, namely:
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• Synthetic air
• Synthetic air + 1000 ppm NH3
• Synthetic air + 21.7 vol% NH3
• Synthetic air + 1000 ppm NO2

First, an alteration with synthetic air was performed as the reference reaction gas since
air is often used in various established alteration methods, such as occurs in [20,21] or [22].
Since NH3 is considered to be applicable as a fuel in marine engines, the stoichiometric
concentration (21.7 vol% in synthetic air) was subsequently utilized as reaction gas which
is representative for practical applications, namely for use in the complete combustion of
NH3 in air. Additionally, a trace concentration (1000 ppm in synthetic air) of NH3 was also
tested to establish an in-depth understanding its influence on the oil aging. Finally, NO2
was applied as the fourth reaction gas, representing a potential combustion byproduct of
NH3 [6] which was also utilized in the trace concentration of 1000 ppm in synthetic air.

2.3. Online Corrosion Monitoring

In addition to performing conventional oil condition monitoring by sampling and
analyzing aliquots, we installed a copper-based corrosion sensor [25] in the alteration
reactor to detect the corrosiveness of the engine oils continuously during the individual
alterations. Figure 2 shows its schematic setup.
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The sensor body was a common printed circuit board (PCB) with structured readout
electrodes which were covered by a solder resist layer for isolation. A sacrificial layer,
as a core piece of this sensor concept, was deposited onto the PCB and exposed to the
lubricant during alteration. Consequently, the sacrificial layer was corroded once the
lubricant developed significant acidification or corrosiveness, respectively. The associated
material loss was monitored by assessing the remaining area using capacitively coupled
electrodes. Therefore, the readout electrodes were connected to the electronic device, which
consisted of a capacitance to frequency converter. The frequency signal was determined by
a microcontroller and transferred to the PC.

For the experiments within the presented study, copper with a thickness of 100 nm was
used. Capacity readouts were recorded every 30 s during the alterations (approximately
10,000 data points per experiment are presented)

2.4. Chemical Oil Analysis

The derived intermediary and final altered oil samples were subjected to conventional
oil analytical methods in order to characterize their degradation levels. The applied
analytical approach consisted of:

• Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) using a Tensor 27 FT-IR spectrometer
(Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany) to determine the accumulation of relevant degradation
products, namely
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◦ oxidation based on the peak height at 1720 cm−1 according to [17,18],
◦ nitration based on the peak height at 1630 cm−1 according to DIN 51453 [26] and
◦ aminification based on the maximal peak height between 3086 cm−1 and

3586 cm−1 (details see Section 3.1).

• Total acid number (TAN) according to ASTM D664 [27] and total base number (TBN)
corresponding to DIN ISO 3771 [28] to determine the acidification and the depletion
of base-reserve additives, respectively.

• Kinematic viscosity and density at 40 ◦C as well as 100 ◦C according to ASTM
D7042 [29] to analyze the impact of oil degradation on the physical properties of
the engine oils (calculation of the viscosity index was performed according to ASTM
D2270 [30]).

• Water content by indirect Karl Fischer titration using an Oven Sample Processor 774
and a KF Coulometer 756 (Metrohm, Herisau, Switzerland) corresponding to DIN
51,777 [31] of the final samples.

2.5. Lubricant Performance Tests

Furthermore, the final altered samples were subjected to performance tests to determine
the impact of the various reaction gas compositions on oil characteristics, consisting of

• static deposit control performance using the micro coking test (MCT) according to
GFC-LU-27-A-13 [32],

• dynamic deposit control performance by thermo-oxidation engine oil simulation test
(TEOST MHT®) corresponding to ASTM D7097 [33] as well as

• extreme pressure properties (EP) according to ASTM D7421 [34] using an Optimol®

SRV® 5 tribometer (Optimol Instruments Prüftechnik, Munich, Germany).

The MCT is a static micro-coking test in which the oil is deposited onto an aluminum
alloy plate and subjected to thermal conditions similar to those found in the piston ring
zone of an internal combustion engine, namely 230 ◦C at the cold spot and 280 ◦C at the
hot spot. After a 90 min test duration, the plate is cooled and conditioned for visual rating
according to a grading system [32] in order to estimate the cleanliness performance of the
tested lubricant.

In the TEOST test, the candidate oil is mixed uniformly with a catalyst and subjected
to a flow of air to promote oxidation. The sample flows down in a spiral fashion along the
metal coil onto the deposition rod which is heated at 285 ◦C and circulates for a total of 24 h.
Weighing the deposition rod before and after test allows us to evaluate the propension of
engine oil to form deposits under dynamic, high-temperature oxidative conditions.

The SRV® test method covers a procedure for determining a lubricating oil’s coefficient
of friction (CoF) and its ability to protect against extreme pressure (EP) when subjected to
high-frequency, linear oscillation motion using an SRV® tribometer. The detailed parame-
ters are described in Tables 2 and 3 for the performed EP experiments.

Table 2. Determination of the extreme pressure properties according to ASTM D7421—Test specimen
and parameters.

Contact Punctual (Ball/Disc)

Test specimens

Ball Disc

Dimensions Ø10 mm Ø24 × 7.9 mm
Material steel 100Cr6 steel 100Cr6

Hardness 60 ± 2 HRC 60 ± 2 HRC
Final surface quality Ra = 0.055 ± 0.003 µm 0.035 µm ≤ Ra ≤ 0.065 µm

Movement Oscillating
Frequency 50 Hz

Stroke 2 mm
Load 100–2500 N
Time Max 64 min

Temperature 80 ◦C
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Table 3. Determination of the extreme pressure properties according to ASTM D7421—Test protocol.

Test Protocol Force Contact
Pressure Temperature Time

Step 1 Running-in 100 N 2200 MPa 80 ◦C 15 min
Step 2 Test +100 N/load stage Up to 6400 MPa 80 ◦C 2 min/load stage

3. Results
3.1. Propagation of Alterations

Figure 3a displays the FT-IR difference spectra of the final altered samples (100 h) where
the fresh oil spectrum was subtracted. In detail, the values in the region of 3000–3500 cm−1

were attributed to aminic degradation products. According to Coates, aliphatic primary amines
show absorption bands around 3300–3380 and 3345–3425 cm−1, aliphatic secondary amines
show bands in the region of 3360–3310 cm−1, aromatic primary amines show bands between
3415–3380 cm−1 as well as 3510–3460 cm−1, aromatic secondary amines show bands of around
3450 cm−1 and heterocyclic amines show bands between 3490–3430 cm−1 [35]. Thus, the de-
picted region selected for quantification of the aminification had overlapping signals of various
hydrocarbon structures containing aminic functional groups; hence, this parameter was overall
considered as belonging to “aminification”. Nevertheless, the maxima of the selected absorption
bands match up with the literature very well, and consequently, seem to be reliable for use in
quantitative analysis.
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As above mentioned, absorption range might interfere with hydroxyl functional
groups, especially water (3570–3200 cm−1) [35]. The water content of the final samples was
determined via an indirect Karl Fischer titration. Results thereof are shown in Figure 3b.
The water content of the final altered samples was very low, ranging from 110 to 350 ppm,
which was expected as the alterations were performed at 170 ◦C and as such water should
evaporate and escape with the waste gas in this temperature range. Accordingly, even if
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there is a minor interference with water, the presented 4 samples have comparable water
content which does not affect the relative comparison.

Figure 3c depicts the propagation of oxidation and nitration during the alterations.
Concerning nitration, only minor elevated levels were observed in the case of the trace NO2
alteration, whereas all other alterations provoked negligible nitration values. Accordingly,
nitration does not seem to be a relevant degradation mechanism under the prevailing ageing
conditions. This was anticipated, as nitration products in engine oils tend to decompose
above 130–140 ◦C [19,23], hence they were not expected to accumulate at a 170 ◦C alteration
temperature. Oxidation was higher compared to nitration values and significant differences
could be observed between the reaction gases. The air and trace NH3 alterations behaved
similarly, reaching almost identical levels after 100 h, while the trace NO2 showed elevated
oxidation at 75 h and 100 h. This was expected, as NO2 is known to catalyze oxidative
reactions. Comparatively, the stoichiometric NH3 alteration showed a significantly lower
oxidation compared with the air alteration. This might be attributed to the fact that the
reaction gas contained 21.7 vol% NH3 in this alteration, resulting accordingly in less oxygen
compared to only air as reaction gas. Furthermore, NH3 acts as a potential reaction partner
for oxygen in the system in competition with the engine oil, which might result in a lower
oxidation rate as well.

Aminification is shown in Figure 3d. The trace NH3 alteration showed minimally
elevated levels compared to air and trace NO2, where values below 1 A/cm were detected,
which can be considered as no significant formation of aminic compounds. This also
indicated the low potential of trace NH3 to form large quantities of amines during the
alteration. In contrast, the stoichiometric NH3 alteration showed a comparably high
abundance of aminic degradation products, proving the occurrence of chemical reactions
between the reaction gas and the engine oil when the stoichiometric concentration of NH3
is applied.

Figure 4a,b show the propagation of the TAN and TBN, respectively. Just as occurring
with the oxidation, TAN behaved almost identically in the air and trace NH3 alterations.
The trace NO2 alteration showed an elevated TAN after 50 h, which once again could be
attributed to the higher oxidation level of this alteration. However, the situation was quite
different with the stoichiometric NH3 alteration, which exhibited practically no change in
TAN values.
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TBN values generally revealed similar trends for all investigated reaction gases. The
base reserve depletion was very well comparable in the air and trace NH3 alterations, was
somewhat accelerated in the trace NO2 alteration and was slower in the stoichiometric
NH3 alteration. Based on these findings, it can strongly be assumed that the acidification
and resulting base reserve depletion was dominated mostly by differences in the oxidation
of the oils, resulting in the assumption that oxidation products mainly consist of acidic
compounds. A detailed evaluation of the relationship oxidation vs. TAN and TBN is
presented in Section 3.3.

Changes in physical properties, namely kinematic viscosity, and density at 40 ◦C are
depicted in Figure 4c,d. The kinematic viscosity showed an increase in all oil samples, which
is usually expected in connection with oil oxidation due to the partial polymerization of
the base oil matrix [17,22]. Accordingly, the trace NO2 alteration with the highest oxidation
level showed the most significant viscosity increase. However, interesting differences could
be observed for alterations with NH3 contamination. The trace NH3 alteration showed
a higher viscosity compared to the air alteration after 75 h, despite the almost identical
oxidation and other parameters. Furthermore, the stoichiometric NH3 alteration exhibited
a significantly elevated viscosity despite displaying the lowest oxidation. If NH3 was
involved in the chemical reactions, this suggests that factors other than oxidation played
significant roles in oil thickening. On the contrary, the density of the samples was almost
completely unaffected during all artificial alterations and similar to that of the fresh oil
even after 100 h alteration time.

Figure 5 gives an overview of the signals measured by the copper-coated corrosion
sensor chip for which an increase in the signal is indicative of corrosion on the surface [25].
Air, trace NH3, and trace NO2 showed no significant increase in the sensor signal; this
indicated that no severe corrosion took place during the respective alterations. The stoi-
chiometric NH3 alteration displayed a severe and rapid increase in the sensor signal after
approximately 30 h, which is a sign that corrosion took place on the copper surface. A pos-
sible explanation for the strong impact of stoichiometric NH3 on the corrosion properties
could be that copper ions were able to form amino complexes in solutions. Nevertheless,
further research is needed to accurately characterize the physiochemical reactions taking
place on the metal surface. It has to be stated that NH3 represents a potential hazard for
copper-containing engine parts and that engine performance as well as component lifetime
might be negatively impacted by NH3 fueling. Hence, it is recommended that engine oil
manufacturers apply selected additives, such as specific corrosion inhibitors, to counteract
feasible damage to vital engine components.
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3.2. Repeatability and Extended Alteration Time

The alteration with stoichiometric NH3 was performed for a second time with an
extended runtime to investigate the repeatability of the alteration method as well as to
test how oil degradation propagates upon further alteration. Figure 6 compares various
chemical and physical parameters until 100 h with the original alteration and continues to
show their progress until an alteration duration of 200 h is reached. As shown in Figure 6a,
the oxidation and aminification showed a very good reproducibility, with only marginal
differences until 100 h between the original alteration and the repetition. Oxidation and
aminification seemed to further increase in a close-to-linear manner with prolonged alter-
ation time, which proves the continuation of chemical degradation. TAN and TBN data
from both alterations (not displayed) also demonstrated comparable propagation until
100 h and close-to-linear further progress for the prolonged procedure, although the overall
changes were minor when stoichiometric NH3 was used (see Figure 4a,b).
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Figure 6. Repeatability of the stoichiometric ammonia alteration and extended alteration time.
(a): oxidation and aminification; (b): physical properties at 40 ◦C (kinematic viscosity, density, VI).

Regarding the physical parameters of viscometry (Figure 6b), similar conclusions
could be drawn. Density and viscosity index remained largely unaffected during the ex-
tended alteration, analogous to the results of original alteration. The significant increase in
kinematic viscosity was reproduced reliably in the repeated alteration until 100 h. Further-
more, the viscosity also increased in a close-to-linear fashion, slightly increasing manner
until 200 h, which corresponds to the further oxidation and aminification of the oil sample.

Overall, a very good reproducibility regarding all measured conventional oil parame-
ters was proved and it could be demonstrated that the degradation of the oil propagated
further in a predictable manner if the alteration time is increased.

3.3. Relationship of Degradation Processes and Overall Trends of Oil Degradation

This chapter aims to highlight correlations between various degradation parameters.
For this purpose, both stoichiometric NH3 alterations (original and repetition) were con-
sidered. In detail, the impact of the oxidation on TAN, TBN, and kinematic viscosity is
displayed in Figure 7a–c, respectively. It can be stated that TAN, TBN, and kinematic
viscosity all showed a relationship with the oxidation. Some of these correlations are well
understood, especially between oxidation and acidification, as oxidation products are often
acidic in nature [17], resulting in a TAN increase and TBN decrease. It is noteworthy that
all performed alterations behaved in a very similar manner regarding TAN and TBN. This
suggests that NH3 and, hence, aminification had no effect on these parameters and that
oxidation remained the main governing factor in this regard.
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Figure 7. Correlations between degradation parameters. (a): oxidation and TAN; (b): oxidation and
TBN; (c): oxidation and kinematic viscosity at 40 ◦C; (d): aminification and kinematic viscosity at
40 ◦C. The displayed lines only facilitate the better visualization of the trends.

However, different results were found for kinematic viscosity at 40 ◦C (see Figure 7c).
Air, trace NO2, and trace NH3 once again behaved very similarly; the viscosity increased with
the oxidation, which was possibly due to partial polymerization of the oil samples [17,22]. On
the contrary, the viscosity of the stoichiometric NH3 alteration also showed a correlation
with the oxidation. However, the increase was more rapid and intensive. This can be
explained when the relationship between aminification and kinematic viscosity is consid-
ered (Figure 7d). The kinematic viscosity exhibited a direct proportional correlation with
the aminification, whereas no connection could be observed in the case of the air, trace
NO2 and trace NH3 alterations. This was because no significant aminification took place.
Accordingly, the deviation of kinematic viscosity for the stoichiometric NH3 alteration
displayed in Figure 7c can be explained as the kinematic viscosity increased both with
oxidation and aminification simultaneously, resulting in significantly higher values at
similar oxidation levels.

3.4. Performance Results

Figure 8 shows the deposit formation properties of the fresh and final altered engine
oil samples. Deposit formation is especially important during long-range engine operation.
Accordingly, both static (MCT—Figure 8a) and dynamic (TEOST—Figure 8b) conditions
were investigated. The former was indicative of, e.g., the oil sump, the latter of, e.g., the
piston ring area in an internal combustion engine.
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The fresh oil performed well in both cases. All alterations provoked a decrease in lac-
quer merit rating under static conditions and an increase in deposit weight when dynamic
conditions were applied. The trace NH3 and stoichiometric NH3 alterations significantly
underperformed every other altered oil sample under both static and dynamic conditions.
This is especially interesting considering that the stoichiometric NH3 alteration showed
the lowest oxidation amongst the oil samples, despite having some of the worst deposit
formation properties. Additionally, the trace NH3 alteration exhibited comparably severe
deposit formation despite it being performed almost identically with the air alteration in
every conventional regard. The air and trace NO2 alterations also demonstrated increased
deposit amounts compared to the fresh oil. However, the increase was not as severe as that
observed in case alterations with NH3, despite the relatively high oxidation. This shows
that NH3 impacted the oil condition in ways that were not immediately obvious through
conventional oil condition analysis. The presence of NH3 in even the trace concentration
(1000 ppm) resulted in severe deposit formation, comparable to that of oils after alteration
with stoichiometric concentration, despite having low oxidation and TAN values. The
images of the MCT test plates are displayed in Figure 8c to give a visual overview of the
deposit formation.

Figure 9 presents the tribological properties of the fresh and final altered engine oil sam-
ples in terms of failure load and CoF during the EP tests. The alteration with air and with
trace NH3 addition demonstrated a slight decrease in failure load compared to the fresh oil.
The trace NO2 alteration gave a more pronounced drop, whereas the stoichiometric NH3
alteration resulted in a comparatively large (approximately 55%) decrease and, overall, the
worst EP performance among the altered oil samples. The propagation of the CoF was simi-
lar for all investigated oil samples with comparable values until the respective failure loads,
and the friction curves were smooth without fluctuations (one determination displayed in
Figure 9b). Accordingly, the selected alteration conditions seemed to have no influence on
the CoF, but had significant impacts on the load-bearing capability (EP performance). This
was most pronounced in case of the stoichiometric NH3 alteration. This result once again
corroborates the findings obtained on deposit formation regarding the impact of NH3 on
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the engine oil alteration. In particular: the stoichiometric NH3 alteration showed the least
degradation according to conventional oil parameters (e.g., oxidation and TAN), but the
worst EP performance. In addition, the trace NO2 alteration also showed diminished EP
performance, which correlates with the high oxidative degradation observed in this case.
However, the effect of the stoichiometric NH3 seems to be stronger.
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Figure 9. Tribological properties of the fresh and final altered engine oil samples. (a): EP failure load;
(b): CoF during EP experiments (one of two determinations shown).

4. Discussion

The impact of ammonia on a commercially available marine diesel engine oil was
studied. Artificial alterations were performed with air, trace ammonia (1000 ppm), and
stoichiometric ammonia (21.7 vol%), as well as trace nitrogen dioxide (1000 ppm) as a
potential combustion byproduct. Conventional chemical analyses showed that the air and
trace ammonia alterations had similar properties. The trace nitrogen dioxide alteration
displayed an accelerated thermo-oxidative degradation, whereas the stoichiometric am-
monia alteration displayed a less pronounced thermo-oxidative degradation than the air
alteration in terms of oxidation values, TAN increase, and TBN decrease. Additionally,
the presence of aminic compounds was detected via FT-IR during the alteration with the
addition of trace ammonia and to a greater extent during the stoichiometric ammonia
alterations, indicating the progress of chemical reactions between the oil and ammonia.

An increase in kinematic viscosity was observed during all alterations. It was once
again similar for air and trace ammonia. However, it was higher for trace nitrogen dioxide
due to the relatively high oxidation, as well as for stoichiometric ammonia despite the
relatively low oxidation. This suggests that the present aminic compounds are additionally
resulting in viscosity increases. Further data evaluation revealed that oxidation is the
main governing factor behind the TAN increase and TBN decrease, while the increase
in kinematic viscosity correlates with both oxidation and aminification of the engine oils.
This explains the intensive viscosity increase in the case of the stoichiometric ammonia
alteration. Although oxidation is relatively low, the aminification is high, proving that both
degradation processes result in a viscosity increase simultaneously.

The applied online copper-based corrosion sensor indicated corrosion after 30 h in the
case of the stoichiometric ammonia alteration, while the other reaction gas mixtures did not
affect the copper surface until 100 h. These findings emphasize that ammonia fueling also
influences the corrosiveness against copper, a quality which is commonly utilized in ICEs.
Hence, the application of specific corrosion inhibitors is highly recommended to counteract
feasible damage to vital engine components.

Performance results revealed that trace and stoichiometric ammonia alterations are
severely harmed considering deposit formation characteristics, both under static as well as
dynamic conditions, despite the relatively advantageous results in terms of conventional
oil parameters. This suggests that the present aminic compounds result in the more pro-
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nounced coking tendencies of the engine oil samples. Similarly, the stoichiometric ammonia
alteration showed the worst tribological performance, namely regarding EP performance in
terms of failure load, while showing the least pronounced thermo-oxidative degradation.

These results highlight that ammonia—besides offering several advantages—poses
challenges as fuel for use in an internal combustion engine. Even a trace concentration
of ammonia was found to severely impact the deposit formation characteristics, the sto-
ichiometric concentration, and also corrosiveness against copper and extreme pressure
performance, despite exhibiting comparatively low oxidation and acidification. Accord-
ingly, the conventional oil condition monitoring techniques did not demonstrate the oil
damage to the full amount, i.e., regarding degradation in lubrication and coking perfor-
mance, which poses potential risks to a reliable engine operation. Thus, oil manufacturers
need to consider the impact of ammonia during the development of new additive pack-
ages. Moreover, the presented study emphasizes the need for suitable chemical analytical
procedures when ammonia is utilized as fuel.

5. Conclusions

The presented methodology can be considered to be suitable for use to investigate
the impact of ammonia on marine engine lubricants as a clear differentiation in the oil
performance was enabled with various ageing gases.

• Oxidation was low when utilizing stoichiometric NH3 as a reaction gas mixture
compared to air.

• The presence of aminic degradation products was indicated in the oils altered with
trace and stoichiometric NH3 reaction gas.

• An increase in kinematic viscosity can be attributed to the aminic species.
• Corrosiveness against copper was shown when stoichiometric NH3 was used as a

reaction gas.
• Both trace and stoichiometric NH3 concentration impacted the deposit control perfor-

mance severely compared to air or NO2.
• Lubricants altered with stoichiometric NH3 reached the lowest failure load (EP performance)

amongst the samples.
• Furthermore, the repeatability of the novel methodology was demonstrated, includ-

ing the possibility of achieving more pronounced oil degradation by extending the
alteration time.

Nevertheless, a refinement of the presented method is conceivable, i.e., considering
the further application parameters and other contaminants. Moreover, in-depth investi-
gation of the chemical reactions between engine oil and ammonia is also necessary, and
advanced techniques such as mass spectrometry should be used to accurately describe the
involved structures and give a possible explanation of the increased deposit formation and
diminished tribological performance.
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Abbreviations

AFR air-to-fuel ratio
∆H0 standard enthalpy
EP extreme pressure
FT-IR Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
GHG greenhouse gas
ICE internal combustion engine
IDLH immediate danger to life or health
MCT micro-coking test
NH3 ammonia
NO2 nitrogen dioxide
NOX nitrogen oxides
OEM original equipment manufacturer
PCB printed circuit board
PEL permissible exposure limits
SCR selective catalytic reduction
TAN total acid number
TBN total base number
TEOST thermo-oxidation engine oil simulation test
VI viscosity index
ZDDP zinc-dialkyldithiophosphate
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